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Abstract— User-centric systems are active programs which 
always pay attention at users. In this case, users don't need to 
give explicitly their position to a system which receives it 
thanks to electronic devices. More, a user-centric system has to 
provide services to users without explicit request. We have 
proposed the concept of Symbiotic Computing, which can 
become the base technology of user-centric systems. We 
present a concept based on agent-oriented programming, for 
building systems that support users automatically. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
The kind of activities required to develop a human-

oriented and personalized computing is an open problem of 
software engineering [1].  The eXtreme Programming (XP) 
[10] is mainly considered as a human activity in software 
engineering. The Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) may 
be used to generate user-centric services and contents [2]. XP 
and SOA require human-activities on system development 
and maintenance, but we are more concerned by automatic 
system adaptation to users.  The title, “an active program–
based design for user-centric system by symbiotic 
computing” claims that a user-centric system should be 
designed as an active system. Such a system is built around 
an autonomous agent. This concept was proposed in paper 
[11].  

A middleware for user-centric systems is a new 
foundation of platforms that deliver services [3][4].  
Infrastructure as a Service, IaaS, Platform as a Service, PaaS 
and Software as a Service, SaaS are developed as a cloud 
computing. IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are good solutions to satisfy 
number of users in the Internet, but a service in a cloud 
computing should be operated by users. 

Advanced research works presented during The Fourth 
International Conference on Advances in Human-oriented 
and Personalized Mechanisms, Technologies, and Services 
(CENTRIC 2011), identified several problems to achieve a 
user-centric system. The first one is a “Low user acceptance” 
[5]. Many devices support users to satisfied their 
requirements, but, in general, not all users are satisfied with 
those services.  Users feel to be forced to use specific devices 
and to obey complex procedures. Users may be bored with 
using digital devices and networked services; they have other 
things to do. We defined two requirement specifications to 
create user-centric systems. The first one is that a user-
centric system always has to be aware of the user's situation 

without expressed authentication. The second one is that a 
user-centric system has to bring services to users without 
explicit instruction. 

In other words, an intelligent agent is necessarily 
required for a user-centric system. We focus on two things 
that are: find a proper user for a system and deliver a service 
without action of the user. 

  

II. SYMBIOTIC COMPUTING 
To develop a user-centric system, we use the concept of 

Symbiotic Computing [6].  Symbiotic Computing was 
proposed to bridge the gap between the real space and the 
digital space by creating symbiotic relations between users in 
the real space and information resources in the digital space. 
Symbiotic Computing is not ubiquitous computing as it may 
seem at a first glance. The key concept of Symbiotic 
Computing is based on Perceptual Functions and Social 
Functions. A Perceptual Function translates a signal from 
real space into a symbol in Symbiotic Space. Social Function 
translates a signal inside the Symbiotic Space. A signal in 
real space is captured by processes (P in Figure 1). A signal 
in Symbiotic Space is captured by elements of the Symbiotic 
Space itself.  

Symbiotic Computing looks like Ubiquitous Computing, 
but normally Ubiquitous Computing does not care about user. 
A system based on Symbiotic Computing always keeps a 
contact with a user.  This concept is a priori mechanism. 

 

 
Figure 1. Symbiotic Computing 
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In Figure 1, P may be a computational process which 

provides a service to a user such as a web browser, a mailer 
or a smartphone application and so on, or P may be a sensor 
which captures a signal in real space such as a video camera, 
a GPS device, or a microphone and so on. PA is a Partner 
Agent and SA is a Social Agent. A partner agent is attached 
to a unique user in real space. On the other hand, a social 
agent is an entity which corresponds to a social activity in 
real space and digital space. 

III. PASSIVE VS. ACTIVE 
Most of applications in a smart phone such as iPhone or 

Android device achieve passive actions from user’s 
operations. A basic action of a passive system occurs from a 
user’s request. A little bit more active system is able to 
trigger some action. A simple push action may be driven by 
a timer in a system. A typical example is an alarm for 
waking up a user application. A smarter push application 
may use another system (for example, on the internet) to 
provide suitable information. A passive system is shown in 
Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Interactions Between a User and a Passive System 

 
Another problem of passive user-centric system is the 

incapacity to recognize a user. A user does not appear in 
front of a system. But, a system will still push information 
for user. A worse case is when a fake user uses a user-
centric system. Of course, a user-centric system would have 
an authentication for a proper user. But, sometimes, a user 
does not care about a device after authentication. A fake 
user takes a benefit for a proper user. On the other hand, a 
proper user may become nervous with a user-centric system, 
because, the system often pushes information without 
considering the user’s situation or context. For example, a 
user in an important meeting may see the system pushing 
information about an Olympic game score. And the more a 
user gets skills to use a system, the more she becomes 
irritated by an inappropriate system. This problem in passive 
system is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Passive System Fails User Cognition 

 
To avoid problems caused by passive systems, a user-

centric system must have two functions. The first one is a 
user cognition function and the second one is a generating 
service function. A simple active system model is shown in 
Figure 4. When using an active system, a user does not make 
actions for triggering effects; an active system always 
follows the user’s behavior by using Perceptual Function and 
Social Function. 

 
Figure 4. Active System 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT 
We show in Figure 5 an experimental environment to test 

an active system in Symbiotic Computing. Four web cameras 
are capturing scenes every minute in a laboratory. The first 
objective is to identify a user from captured images. 

The graphical image processing is supported by the 
OpenCV, the well-known middleware for graphical based 
image recognition. A captured image is an example of signal 
in real space and is translated into symbols by perceptual 
functions. When a web camera captures a room image, a 
system supported by the OpenCV captures a face image from 
this room image, and then looks for a corresponding face 
image in database thanks to the SIFT algorithms. Finally, a 
system creates a symbol which identifies Mr. A in the room 
image (Figure 6).  
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Figure 5. Experimental Environment 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Face recognition 

V. ACTIVE PROGRAM BASED DESIGN 
The concept of active system has been presented in 

Section III. We make a template of active program based 
design for user-centric system. Agent-oriented programming 
[8] is a base of our template. 

Agent-oriented programming is based on “mental-state” 
to check a set of assumptions about agent cognition. The 
mental-state corresponds to an expression of real space and 
identifies a proper user. 

Partner agents always follow a user. A partner agent 
captures real world elements and generates symbols. A 
symbol comes from one of it Perceptual Function. A symbol 
expresses a real world element with Vectors. Vectors are a 
set of symbols and value vectors. A Decision is due to a set 
of rules applied by an active action to serve a user. All of 
rules begin to check a user’s symbol. If a user’s symbol does 
not exist in Vectors, a default rule of a partner agent is fired 
for searching a user. A Criterion is a set of meta-rules of a 
partner agent. A rule in a criterion evaluates the Perceptual 
Functions which create a symbol. If a bad symbol comes 
from a Perceptual Function, a Criterion will require another 

Perceptual Function to create a good symbol for identifying a 
user. The Partner agent model is shown in Figure 7. 

Currently, we are implementing the concept of active 
program based design for user-centric system with our multi-
agent framework [9] written in Steel-Bank Common Lisp. 

 

 
Figure 7. Partner Agent Model 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we showed the problem of passive system 

which does not recognize user. We also showed the concept 
of Symbiotic Computing which is based on an agent-oriented 
programming model. A system which is based on Symbiotic 
Computing principles is able to recognize a user. Such a 
system will support a user without reconfiguration by a 
developer. 

In order to support a user, a system always uses two 
functions. The first one is the function that recognizes a 
proper user at every time. The second one is the function that 
automatically delivers a service by considering the user’s 
situation. 

We showed an experimental environment in section IV. 
And, we currently implement a prototype system with our 
multi-agent framework. The prototype system will identify a 
proper user.  

In the future, we will implement perceptual function and 
partner agent, and we will define a formal design model of a 
user-centric system based on Symbiotic Computing. 
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